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Wireless networks have gained much popularity in recent years
due to their versatility and ease of access. However, as the
dimension of wireless devices decreases and the network density
increases, energy and bandwidth resources become increasingly
scarce and innovative networking solutions must be developed
to overcome these challenges. Moreover, due to the large
demand for wireless connectivity in various applications, wireless
networks have evolved into different forms, including wireless
metropolitan networks, wireless local area networks, mesh
networks, mobile ad hoc networks, sensor networks, etc.
Integration of these heterogeneous systems becomes essential
to fully capitalise on the functionalities and services they
provide. In addition, advances in theory are required to achieve
these goals and new applications may emerge to leverage these
advantages.
This special issue of IJSNet has received a number of
submissions over the past several months, each of which has
gone through a rigorous review process. Among these
submissions, a total of six papers have been selected for
their high quality and timely subject. We summarise the
rationale of selecting these papers as follows.
One of the most critical issues in sensor networks is the
consumption of limited energy at the sensors. Without energyefficient designs, the lifetime of sensor networks would be
extremely limited and thus hinder the development of many
practical applications. In this special issue, we have selected
three papers that focus on this issue from both tracking and
data gathering perspectives. Moreover, even though many
sensor networking protocols have been developed in the
literature, the growth of the sensor network industry still has
not reached its potential due to the lack of important and
innovative applications. We have selected two papers that
describe practical deployment of sensors in interesting and
novel applications. The experimental data provide promising
results that may encourage further industrial development of
sensor networks. Finally, we include one paper addressing the
security issues in sensor networks, which is one of the fastest
growing issues in this field. These six papers have been
revised according to the comments and suggestions from the
reviewers and provide exciting results as summarised in the
following.
The first paper, entitled ‘Energy-efficient collaborative
tracking in wireless sensor networks’ authored by Loredana
Arienzo and Maurizio Longo, addresses the problem of
collaborative tracking of mobile nodes in wireless sensor
networks. A strategy combining target tracking with node
selection procedures is proposed to select informative sensors
in order to minimise the energy consumption of the tracking
task. The authors also formulate the node selection problem
as a cross-layer optimisation problem and determine the
optimal solution by a greedy algorithm.
The second paper, entitled ‘Enhancing lifetime of wireless
sensor networks using multiple data sinks’ authored by Amar
Prakash Azad and A. Chockalingam, describes the deployment

of multiple base stations as data sinks to increase the lifetime of
wireless sensor networks. In particular, the paper addresses the
fundamental question concerning the limits on the network
lifetime in sensor networks when multiple base stations are
deployed. The authors derive upper bounds on the network
lifetime, considering the region of observation, the number of
sensor nodes and base stations, the locations of base stations,
the radio path loss characteristics, the energy available in each
node, and the efficiency of nodal electronics. The authors also
obtain optimal locations of the base stations that maximise
these lifetime bounds.
The third paper, entitled ‘Increasing energy efficiency
in sensor networks: blue noise sampling and non-convex
matrix completion’ authored by Angshul Majumdar and
Rabab K. Ward, proposes a method to reduce energy
consumption of a sensor network by activating only a subset
of sensors at each sampling instant. The authors model the
problem of reconstructing the sample values of all the
sensor nodes as a matrix completion problem. The authors
solve this problem by coupling blue-noise sampling with
a non-convex reconstruction algorithm, instead of relying
on existing purely random sampling strategies and convex
estimation algorithms.
The fourth paper, entitled ‘Testing network protocols
and signal attenuation in packed food transports’ authored
by Reiner Jedermann, Markus Becker, Carmelita Görg and
Walter Lang, describes the testing and evaluation of the
radio link quality and the performance of two wireless
sensor network protocols which are designed for monitoring
packed food product transports. The high signal attenuation
caused by water-containing products was identified as the
major problem. In order to address this problem, the authors
suggest that it is necessary to change the sensor node
hardware to either a platform with a higher transmission
power or one with a carrier frequency that is less sensitive
to the dielectric losses of water.
The fifth paper, entitled ‘A uniform airdrop deployment
method for large-scale wireless sensor networks’ authored
by Yoshiaki Taniguchi, Tomoya Kitani and Kenji Leibnitz,
provides a deployment method to uniformly distribute a large
number of sensor nodes from the air. Being equipped with a
parachute and able to switch descending behaviour between
gliding and free-falling in the air, each sensor node exchanges
messages with its neighbouring nodes to coordinate its
descending behaviour during its descent in order to achieve a
uniform distribution in the monitored region.
The sixth paper, entitled ‘Per node deployment based
detection of controlled link establishment attack in distributed
sensor networks’ authored by Thanh Dai Tran, Johnson I.
Agbinya and Adel Ali Al-Jumaily, proposes several schemes
to defence against the ‘controlled link establishment attack’.
This attack is derived from two specific attack instances: node
replication attack and key-swapping collusion attack. The
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authors introduce a family of evolutionary defence solutions
consisting of naïve, adaptive, and extended schemes. The first
two light-weight schemes provide weaker security while the
extended scheme achieves greater security gains by trading
off small performance degradation.
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Finally, we are grateful to the authors who have submitted
their papers to this special issue and all the reviewers for their
precious time in reviewing the papers. We would also like to
thank Editor-in-Chief, Professor Yang Xiao, for giving us the
capacity to organise this special issue.

